1. Introduction. Let fit) be locally integrable on [0, °°) and let L{/} denote the Laplace transform of fit). That is, (1.1) ±{f}=$~ f(t)e-stdt, whenever the integral on the right converges. In a recent paper, Handelsman and Lew [2] have studied the asymptotic behavior of L{/} as s -► 0, when/(0 satisfies
where p > 0, Re c > 0, Re rm I -°° as m -> °°, and the set {«: cmn i=0) is finite for each m. In this note, we consider the case
where 0 < Re ß < 1. Our result will complement that of Handelsman and Lew.
2. Main Theorem. For convenience, we introduce the notation (2.1) Lc{f}=j~f(t)e-Stdt where c is a fixed real number > 1. In [3] , it was shown that for any complex number ß with Re ß < 1, (2.2) Umflog 0""} ~ s"" ' (log J-V" ± (~rnyr\l -ß)(log iy We are now ready to state and prove our main result. Integrating by parts, we obtain from (3.1) (3-4) N(s) = | + 7 J7 tan-' ß-log Ae~st dt.
The function tan-' (log t/n) has the convergent expansion 
